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THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK 
 

“Give to the world the best you have, and the best will come back to you.” 
 

Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
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CHAPLAIN’S 400 

 

Few schools end their year with anything resembling Explore Week at RAAS. This is exactly what it says on the tin, 
chance to explore. Eleven to fifteen year olds play harps, entice fish from ocean depths, string beads, probe science 
museums, paint, practise survival and bushcraft.. Far from ‘time filling’) the week is deeply educational, not least as a 
different framework alters contact among pupils and teachers. 

 

Among this bazaar of physical, sensory, cultural and emotional process was ‘Soul space’, run by the Sparkfish 
organisation. This is structured quiet, reflection and shared exploration. A spread map of the world allows pupils to 
pinpoint international contacts with small stones. Others trace their footprint, and list valued things inside it. Leaves on a 
stark wooden tree proclaim loved people, present or past. There was snuggling (some more rather than less!) beneath a 
duvet, writing future hopes across its cover. A dark space invited advertisement of ‘big questions’. There was solitary 
observation before a mirror. Interactive plasma lamps added atmosphere. 

 

The depth and communal rapport achieved is shown by numerous entries in the comments book, the range and 
intelligence of big questions written, and a monumental number of prayer requests. Sparkfish and RAAS adults were 
moved and impressed by this encounter, the first of its kind here. 

 

A few groups were not so perfect, when two or three boys or girls proved incapable of the experience. Their response 
was running about, distracting or upsetting others, forming groups to work against what was on offer. These were 
incapable of ten seconds stillness. (I timed them!). This is not just normal non-compliance. This is what society has built 
against the best of what human beings are capable. The interior disaster active inside angry and confused children is a 
chaos which poisons intimacy, divides families, fuels violence and destroys community. What is to be done? Anger and 
punishment are short-term reactions which resolve nothing. A single such chaotic person can destroy singlehanded the 
accumulating riches of ten others, sometimes for ever. I am not sure how this endemic sickness is best healed. I am 
utterly sure that Sparkfish did us a huge favour this week by pushing girls, boys and adults in the right direction for a real 
summer holiday. 

 

Vaccinations 
 
 
 

The following vaccinations will be offered in school next year: 
 
Flu Vaccinations – These are only offered to Boarders who have a medical need for the 
vaccination. You will receive notification of when these will take place. This is usually during the 
week before the October Half Term.  
 
Year 8 Girls – HPV (Cervical Cancer Vaccination) is now given as a course of 2 vaccinations and 
not 3 as in previous years 
    1st Vaccination  22nd October 2014 
    2nd Vaccination 3rd May 2015 
 
All Year 10- We do not have a date as yet, but they will be offered their final school boosters of 
Diphtheria, Tetanus and Polio, along with the booster of Meningitis C. This will most likely be in the 
Spring Term.  
 
Consent forms will be sent out nearer the time. Please ensure these are completed and sent back 
to the Health Centre, whether or not you wish for your child to have the vaccinations.  
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Chicken Pox 
 

There has been a case of Chicken Pox this week in the Junior School. Incubation time is approximately 
2 weeks and children are contagious for 2 days before the onset of the rash. More information can be 
obtained online at:  
 
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/chickenpox/pages/introduction.aspx 
 

Antimalarial Medication  
 

If your child is travelling to an area where Malaria is prevalent, you should ensure that they take 
precautions, even if this is their usual country of residence. This includes taking antimalarial medication 
as recommended for the country they are travelling to. Advice on what to take and the necessary 
precautions can be obtained from your local travel clinic or GP.  

Head Lice 
 

Head Lice are a common recurring problem in schools. It is thought that more than 1 in 3 children in the 
UK will get head lice at some point during the year. Boarders in the Junior Houses have their hair 
checked regularly, and older pupils are encouraged to do it themselves. If live lice are found we use 
Hedrin Solution, which then needs reapplying a week later to ensure that any eggs which may have 
hatched are treated. Parents will be informed if their child has required treating before the holidays so 
that the treatment can be repeated at home. It is important that routine checks are continued in the 
holidays to ensure the pupils do not come back to the school with head lice. If you have had to treat 
your child at the weekend or towards the end of the holidays, please let the Boarding House know so 
that they can repeat the treatment a week later. 
 
The best way to reduce the occurrences is for regular checking of your child’s head. Please see below 
as to the best way to do this: 
 
Check 

• Your child’s hair once a week  

• Use a proper detection comb, with teeth no more than 0.3mm apart, to trap head lice and white 
in colour so they can be easily identified.  

• If you find live lice, consult a pharmacist for treatment advice.  

• If head lice are spotted, check the whole family, including yourself, and treat if necessary  
Treat 

• Only treat if live lice are identified  

• Use a clinically proven treatment, ideally with a physical mode of action which lice are very 
unlikely to build a resistance  

• Leave the treatment on for the recommended time for maximum effect-leaving it on for longer 
will not make it more effective.  

Complete 

• Repeat the treatment for a second time, seven days after the first, to kill any lice that may hatch 
from eggs during that time.  

• Check that all head lice have gone within 2-3 days of the final application of head lice treatment 
to complete the process.  

• Continue to check for head lice on a regular, weekly basis.  
 
 
Further information can also be found on 
www.onceaweektakeapeek.com/    
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/head-lice/Pages/Introduction.aspx 
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JUNIOR SCHOOL 
 

 

 

 

 

Surrey Youth Games 
 

Junior Boys Team – over all took Silver (2nd out of 14). In this team RAAS had Elliot Misquita (no 
medal this time), Jamie Beck Roberts (Silver Medal) and Joshua Cowen (Bronze Medal).  
 
Junior Girls Team – over all took Silver also. In this RAAS had Sophia Levinsohn (no medal this time), 
Amy Riddlesdell (Silver Medal) and Daniella Hince (Gold Medal).  
 
Senior Boys Team – took Gold overall. Callum Levinsohn took Bronze for this team.  
 
Senior Girls Team – also took Gold overall. Eve Jordan (Bronze Medal), Zeyna Black (Gold Medal), 
Lucy Bailey (Gold Medal) and Francesca Sexton (Bronze Medal).  
 
A great day all round!  
 

Longleat Trip 
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Isle of Wight 2014 
 

It was a Monday morning and everybody was excited because at 12 o’clock we would be setting off for 
Kingswood in the Isle of Wight. As soon as we reached Kingswood everyone was overexcited. We had 1 
activity and a mini Olympics. We then had supper and went to bed.  
 
It was Tuesday morning and everyone was excited for a brand new day at Kingswood. Most people were 
excited about Mission Maker which is where you make your own game. We had tuck after lunch and after 
supper. 
 
On Wednesday we did Team Challenge, Leap of Faith and Mission Maker. We also had Alien Survivor. 
This activity included going down to the beach and exploring Rock Pools. We also found some crabs.  
 
On Thursday we did Caving, Night Line and Abseiling. We got very messy in Night Line because of the 
everlasting mud. We all had mud on our faces and ears. Caving was dark and cool. We also did Laser 
Storm.  
 
It was Friday and everyone was packing to go (we were leaving). We were all sad to leave but we were 
also happy to go back home. We had CSI and Team Challenge. We had lunch and then left. The food was 
excellent every day and the staff were great. Overall the journey was great and we all had the time of our 
lives. 
 
Arjun K, Max B & Josh.  
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Junior School Sports 
 

The past two weeks have been an extremely busy for Junior School sport. There have been a number of 
different events going on which have been well participated by all the children with great enthusiasm and 
effort. 
 
The Junior School sports day was once again a big success. There were a number of different races for 
the children to take part in including sprints, relays, and obstacle and hoop races. 
 
The three houses, red white and blue, were all in close competition with each other throughout the 
morning. Eventually it was red house who were victorious. A very big thank you to Mr Bailey for providing 
the sound system for the morning, nobody would have been able to hear us without you! 
 
A select group of children took part in the annual district sports event held at both Sandcross Primary for 
the field events and Reigate Grammar’s sports grounds for the track events.  
 
The field events consisted of long jump and throwing. The points the children gained here were put 
forward to the track events. We competed in the small schools events which once again was hotly 
contested. All the children competed really well, especially in the heat, and supported each other greatly.  
 
Eventually the boys came in fourth position and the girls in third position. A big well done to all children 
involved. 
  
On the 24th June, children from the Junior School went to The Oval to watch Surrey play Leicestershire 
at cricket. We walked from school to Redhill station and boarded the train to Kennington. Once we 
arrived at the Oval we took our seats and watched the game. The children also had the opportunity to 
take part in cricket activities, meet the players and most importantly, get a treasure autograph to take 
home! A big thank you to Mr Leoffeler for organising the trip. 
 
The Junior School swimming gala took place on the 26th June. Once again all three houses were 
competing against each other and all the races were hotly contested. The children took part in a number 
of races including relays, 25m and a woggle race. The support from all the children was fantastic. 
Eventually blue house emerged the winners. A big thank you to Mrs Rice and Mr Raeburn for all their 
hard work in swimming for the Junior School and to all the supporters who managed to stay throughout 
in the heat! 
 
The inter-house cricket tournament took place on Monday. 6 teams contested in a number of games 
throughout the morning. It was great to see how much the children enjoyed the event and how quickly 
some children picked it up even though they had not played much cricket before. The final winners of the 
tournament were white house who won all but one of their games. 
 
Well done to all the children for taking part in all these events and thank you to all the staff who helped 
out to make them such a success.  
 
 
Mr Clark 
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Masquerade Ball 

Year 5 trip to Llandudno 
 
On the 16th – 20th June, Year 5 went on a residential trip to Llandudno, North Wales.  
 
After a long coach journey we all arrived in Llandudno safely and began to unpack in our lovely hotel 
on the beachfront. Before dinner the children had the chance to play on the beach in the sunshine. 
 
Our second day took us to Beaumaris Castle on Anglesey Island. The children had great fun looking 
around the remains of the castle and taking part in the secret chest activity. After this, the coach 
driver took us to the base of Mount Snowdon where Dinorwig Power Station is located. The children 
were taken on a tour of the power station inside the mountain and enjoyed wearing their hard hats!  
 
In the evening the children once again went down to the beach after dinner and played on the sand. 
On the third day, the children went into Llandudno town to do some geographical surveys. In the 
afternoon we all got onto the tram which took us to the top of the Great Orme. On the way, we 
stopped off at the Bronze Age copper mine which was a great if not scary experience for all! At the 
top of The Great Orme everyone enjoyed the views, the sunshine and the playground! In the evening 
we all took the long walk to the paddling pool at the other end of the beach where all the children had 
a great time splashing around before returning exhausted to the hotel. 
 
Llechwedd Slate Caverns was our destination on the fourth morning. A very steep train took us deep 
into the caves where we all enjoyed a guided tour followed by the chance to paint a piece of slate to 
take home. In the afternoon the children enjoyed their time at the Welsh Mountain Zoo, looking at all 
the animals and watching a bird display before going back to the hotel. That evening the children 
watched the England football game before going to bed rather disappointed! 
The next morning we returned home after a fantastic week. A big thank you to the staff who attended 
and all the children for behaving so well throughout. 
 
Year 5 Teachers 
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SENIOR SCHOOL 
 

 

 

 

 

Rank Weston 
 

Here are some RW 
children playing on our 
new outdoor equipment 

which was kindly 
purchased by the Friends 
of RAAS. As well as the 
Activity Centre we have 
also been able to buy a 

Play Hut. 

School Council Success 
 

Over the past term, the School Council has been busy meeting, discussing and planning for change at 
RAAS School. Key areas of interest have included renovating and increasing the number of water 
fountains across the site, installing new lights across the school and even exploring the introduction of a 
new Volunteer Scheme down in Redhill. 
 
However, one intrepid member of the School Council decided to take the discussions that much further 
and has made it his mission this term to introduce a brand-new, top-of-the-range school tracksuit, 
purpose-built for Physical Education students in GCSE and A Level years. From the initial group 
discussion in School Council meetings, Benjamin Hoad, Year 10, has worked independently in setting up 
a wide variety of meetings across the school to see his dream of a new, water-proof tracksuit become a 
reality.  
 
First, Ben approached the school uniform supplier, sending e-mails and even organising personal 
meetings in order to discuss the design (ultimately settling upon a black, school-crested suit) and 
negotiated price so that each, full tracksuit will cost £50 each (£25 for the jacket and another £25 for the 
trousers). What’s more, Ben even managed to convince both the P.E. department and school bursar that 
his idea was a superb one with a ‘Dragon’s Den’ pitch, resulting in no man, woman nor child being able 
to  refuse him. What a success! 
 
My heart-felt congratulations goes out to a young man who saw an opportunity here at the school which 
would benefit it’s students and had the gumption and self-determination to set his plans into action. The 
new school tracksuit, in black, will be available for purchase from the start of September 2014. Make 
sure that you get yours soon to miss out on any disappointment! Go School Council and fantastic job, 
Ben!  
 
Miss Dunstall & Miss Bellaby 
School Council 
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The Diana Award 

 
Sometimes a difficult experience can lead to something positive, and this was the case for two 
pupils from the Royal Alexandra and Albert School, Emily Gaunt and Olivia Helden. Their efforts 
in helping the Teenage Cancer Trust were acknowledged with a prestigious Champion Fundraiser 
Diana Award in a high-profile awards ceremony at the Barclays HQ in London on Tuesday 1st 
July. The Diana Award recognises inspirational and socially active young people and encourages 
them to become more involved in their local communities.  
 
The two 16 year old pupils, along with three other friends, formed the “Escaping Skylines” band 
which helped raise hundreds of pounds for the Teenage Cancer Trust. All of the band members 
had been affected by teenage cancer in a number of ways and wanted to use their creative skills 
to raise awareness.  
 
The group formed last summer to write and record the song It’s All in Me. Although the group had 
some assistance from two local producers, they wrote the lyrics and made the arrangements by 
themselves, and were able to perform and record the song using their own equipment.  
 
Escaping Skylines travelled to Brighton to record an upbeat and fun video for their song, with the 
assistance of Jimmyteens.tv. The song was played at local events and has helped to raise money 
for Teenage Cancer Trust.  
 
But the song hasn’t stopped there! It’s All in Me was submitted in a funding bid and contributed 
towards Teenage Cancer Trust being awarded £10,000. 
 
John Carroll, Teenage Cancer Trust Youth Support Coordinator, said of the band, “It has been a 
privilege to see the song and its accompanying video being written and recorded, and to witness 
how well the band have bonded together as a group to achieve this. I have been struck 
throughout by the creativity and goodwill of the band members, and by their determination and 
commitment to do something really special.”  
 
Three of the band members, including Emily and Olivia were presented their Champion 
Fundraiser Award at the National Diana Awards Ceremony by Hannah Barrett, a top 10 
contestant in the X Factor 2013.  
 
Emily’s mother, Vanessa Gaunt, said of the band’s achievement “We are immensely proud. They 
are an inspirational group of young people who, although facing their own difficult situations, 
came together to raise money for the Teenage Cancer Trust and the fantastic work they do in 
helping young people with cancer." 
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YEAR 13 ‘A’ LEVEL RESULTS 
14 AUGUST 2014 

 
WHAT’S NEXT 

 
 
Going to University?  
You will fall into one of three categories upon receiving your results.  
 
1) If the university offers met, there is nothing to worry about. You are in! 
2) If you do not meet the grades for your CF (1st choice), you will automatically 

be accepted by your CI (Insurance choice), if you have met the 
requirements of that offer. 

3) If you have missed the grades for both of your choices you are in a position 
to apply for courses through Clearing. You need to act quickly as thousands 
of other students will be applying for last minute courses that still have 
spaces (see notes on Clearing).   We do also encourage you to go onto 
Track and check that you have not been accepted despite missing the 
required grades. This does occasionally happen.  

 
If you have not been accepted by either choice, you have a number of options 

(listed below): 
 

Consider ringing up the university departments that you had offers from 
to see if there is a chance that they might offer you an alternative course.   
Bear in mind though that it is very important that you end up on a course that 
you are sure that you want to do. By far the most common reason for dropping 
out of university is getting the course wrong. If a university makes an alternative 
offer to you, you are not obliged to accept it, but you must make UCAS aware 
of your decision within 5 days. It is important that you rather than your parents 
or the school ring the admissions tutors. Make sure that you have your 
Personal ID, username and password available. 

 

• Try getting a paper re-marked. You must see or call the Examinations 
Officer, Heather Richardson ASAP if you wish to do this. It is important to 
realise that marks and grades can go down as well as up! It is also 
worth being aware that universities are only obliged to keep the offer open 
for a certain period of time. If the re-mark comes back after that, the 
university does not have to keep the place open. It is worth ringing your CF 
university to make them aware that you are doing this. 

 
• Go into Clearing (explained below)   If you do this, it is worth bearing in 

mind that, if you accept an offer through Clearing, but then get a re-marked 
paper back, which means that you have now met your CF or CI, the CF/CI 
university is no longer obliged to take you. 

 

• Look abroad.   I fully appreciate that this is a very big decision to make at 
such a stressful moment, and so it is unlikely, but I thought it only right to 
mention that there are some excellent universities in e.g. Australia that you 
could get into with lower grades than you might expect. You might be able 
to get a place for January 2015, when their academic year begins. 

 

• Take a Gap Year and retake some modules. Re-apply for 2015.   If you 
decide to do this, you should first check with your chosen university that 
you intend to go and whether they are happy to acknowledge re-take 
grades. See Heather Richardson about sitting examinations. 

 

• Take a Gap Year and re-apply for 2015 with the grades that you hold. 
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Clearing 
 
If you have missed the grades for your offers you will automatically be eligible for 
Clearing. 
 
You can apply for any course for which there are places available. You do not have 
to stick to your original choice of course. Be careful though! It is very important to 
get the course right. 
 
You just have to get on the phone and ring up the admissions tutors for any course 
for which there are places available. 
 
You will need your Clearing number (shown on Track) when you ring up 
universities. 
 
If a university provisionally offers you a place through Clearing, they will give you a 
date by which you must enter your course details in Track. If you wish to be 
formally considered, you need to click on the ‘Add Clearing choice’ button in Track 
and enter the institution and course details. You can only enter details for one 
choice. You should only enter a Clearing choice if the university or college 
has provisionally offered you a place on the course and you want to accept 
it. If you enter a Clearing choice without discussing it with the university or college, 
this may delay the progress of your application. 
 
I appreciate that this is likely to be a very stressful situation, but I am afraid that you 
really need to try to get on with looking as quickly as possible. There will be a lot of 
competition for the places in Clearing, and they will go quickly. That said, it is worth 
continuing to look in Clearing for several days after 14/8 because sometimes new 
courses appear in Clearing. 
 
Clearing places will be on the UCAS web site (www.ucas.com) from 14/8. They will 
also be in The Telegraph on 14, 15, 16 August. 
 
What about if you do better than your CF requires? 
 
It seems sensible to make sure that you are fully aware of the UCAS Adjustment 
period. It can be used by students who have achieved better results than their Firm 
University Offer requires, and as a result wish to try to upgrade to a stronger 
university, in academic terms. 
 
Adjustment runs for two weeks from August 14 (A Level Results Day) 
You have 5 days to use it from the later of 14/8 or when your CF (conditional firm) 
becomes UF (unconditional firm) on the UCAS web-site. 
 
You need to register for Adjustment on Track. 
 
If you have exceeded your CF (conditional firm) offer you should see a button 
allowing you to ‘Register for Adjustment’. 
 
You must contact universities to discuss an Adjustment Place. Places that are 
available for Adjustment will appear in the Clearing vacancy list. However, when 
applying, you should make it clear to the universities that you are applying through 
Adjustment rather than Clearing. There is no separate list for Adjustment.  
 
To secure a place through Adjustment you must have received a verbal alternative 
offer and had it confirmed through UCAS before the 5 day period ends. 
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KEY POINT: if you do not get a new offer, you remain accepted at your already 
held UF choice. So you MUST NOT reject your UF offer unless you receive a 
preferable offer through Adjustment. 
 
In reality even UCAS admit that most competitive courses are not going to have 
any places left in Adjustment (Cambridge have certainly said that they will not be 
using it). 
 
One area where I can perhaps see Adjustment working is regarding deferred entry. 
UCAS state that students can apply to ‘adjust’ to a deferred place. Thus, if a 
student exceeds the grade requirements for their Confirmed Offer, if that student 
decides to take a Gap Year, he/she could ring up any university in that five day 
period to see whether they might be willing to take them for 2015. 
 
 
Things that you should bear in mind 
 

• Do you really want to upgrade? You probably made your original decision 
for sound reasons, based upon a considerable amount of research, as well 
as your own view about your academic potential, and that of your teachers. 
Should this all be dismissed because you have done better than expected? 

 

• There may be difficulties in arranging accommodation and student finance if 
you change course at this time. 

 

• You can contact as many universities as you wish in the ‘Adjustment 
Period’ but you will receive only one formal decision through Adjustment. 

 

• If you accept a new offer through ‘Adjustment’ you will be giving up your 
UF. 

 
 
What counts as Exceeding your Offer? 
 

• Fairly obviously AAA where the offer is AAB 

• Also ABC (A in History) for a course that required ABC (B in History) 
By contrast AAC (C in History) would not count as exceeding that offer 

because of the grade in History. 
 
There is further information about Clearing and Adjustment on the UCAS web-site 
on www.ucas.com/parents or www.ucas.com/students as well as on www.ucas.tv 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


